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Abstract
Inspired by a new coded computation algorithm for invertible functions, we propose CodedInvNet, a new approach to design resilient prediction serving systems that can gracefully handle
stragglers or node failures. Coded-InvNet leverages recent findings in the deep learning literature such as invertible neural networks, Manifold
Mixup, and domain translation algorithms, identifying interesting research directions that span
across machine learning and systems. Our experimental results show that Coded-InvNet can
outperform existing approaches, especially when
the compute resource overhead is as low as 10%.
For instance, without knowing which of ten workers is going to fail, our algorithm can design a
backup task to correctly recover the missing prediction with an accuracy of 85.9%, significantly
outperforming the previous SOTA by 32.5%.

1. Introduction
Prediction serving systems (PSSs) are systems that host
pre-trained machine learning models for inference queries
such as search, translation, and ranking ones. PSSs usually
consist of a large number of parallel/distributed compute
workers to process a large batch of input queries in parallel. As the system scales, maintaining low response time
(latency) becomes more challenging. This is because the
slowdown or failure of a single node can slow down the
entire query processing time (Dean & Barroso, 2013; Narra
et al., 2019). Multiple approaches for latency reduction
have been proposed, including detect-and-relaunch (Zaharia
et al., 2008), query replication (Suresh et al., 2015), and
approximate inference (Han et al., 2017).
Coded computation, by introducing backup tasks in a coded
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form, improves system resilience with lower overhead compared to other methods (Lee et al., 2017). Recently, (Kosaian et al., 2019) showed that a coded computation-based
technique, called Parity Models (ParMs), can significantly
reduce the latency of PSSs. ParM consists of a tuple of encoder/parity model/decoder: the encoder aggregates multiple queries into a coded query, the parity model computes an
inference task on it, and the decoder uses the encoded query
together with available task results to reconstruct missing
task results. However, experimental results of ParM were
limited to small-scale PSSs (2–4 workers), and it is not clear
whether the proposed method is applicable to large-scale
PSSs. Also, small-scale regimes correspond to high resource
overhead regimes, as one backup worker is required for every two to four workers. We empirically show that ParM
does not scale well. For instance, when there is only one
backup worker for ten main workers, ParM achieves approximately 19% accuracy on the CIFAR10 image classification
when one of the main workers is not available.
We propose Coded-InvNet, a new coded computation-based
framework to design scalable resilient prediction serving
systems. Inspired by an efficient coded computation scheme
for invertible functions, Coded-InvNet designs the inference function with a computationally-heavy but invertible
module followed by a computationally-light module. To
design the invertible module, we take advantage of recent
developments in invertible neural networks (Behrmann et al.,
2018; Song et al., 2019; Jacobsen et al., 2018). Then, by
making use of GAN-based paired domain translation algorithms (Isola et al., 2017), Coded-InvNet trains a lightweight encoding function so that one can efficiently generate
encoded queries from input queries without incurring high
encoding overhead. To further improve the classification accuracy in the event of failures, Coded-InvNet also leverages
mixup algorithms (Zhang et al., 2017; Verma et al., 2018).
We evaluate the efficacy of Coded-InvNet in image classification and multitask learning setting. Experimental results
show that Coded-InvNet can scale much beyond the scales
at which existing algorithms operate. More specifically,
Coded-InvNet achieves higher reconstruction accuracy compared to ParM, and the accuracy gap increases remarkably as
the system scales. For instance, Coded-InvNet can achieve
reconstruction accuracy of 85.9% with 10 workers, while
that of ParM is 53.4%. We also evaluate end-to-end laten-
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cies on an AWS EC2 cluster, showing that Coded-InvNet’s
computing overhead is negligible.
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Observe that any two rows of the coefficient matrix in the
RHS of (6) is an invertible matrix. That is, as long as any two
of the three computation results are available, the decoder
Dec (·, ·) can decode the computation results to recover
f (x1 ) and f (x2 ). For instance, consider a situation where
the second computation result f (x2 ) is missing. Then,

 


f (x1 )
1 0 f (x1 )
=
.
(2)
f (x1 )+f (x2 )
1
1
f (x2 )
2
2
2
Since the coefficient matrix is full rank, the decoder can simply multiply the inverse of the coefficient matrix to recover
f (x1 ) and f (x2 ).
Coded-InvNet is based on a simple observation that this
coded computation framework is applicable to the family
of invertible functions. Note that the target function is assumed to be linear or polynomial in the input in the existing
works (Lee et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2019). Shown in Fig. 1 is
the visual illustration of the coded computation algorithm
for an invertible function. Consider
the following
encoding


−1 f (x1 )+f (x2 )
function Enc (x1 , x2 ) = f
. By applying
2


−1 f (x1 )+f (x2 )
the target function to x1 , x2 , and f
, we
2
(x2 )
obtain f (x1 ), f (x2 ), and f (x1 )+f
. Therefore, as shown
2
in the previous example, the decoder can always recover
f (x1 ) and f (x2 ) with any two out of three task results.1

While this example demonstrates an efficient coded computation for invertible functions, this scheme ‘as it is’ cannot
1
We provide a concrete example on synthesis dataset to complete this illustration in the supplementary material.
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These three tasks can be viewed as three linearly independent weighted sums of f (x1 ) and f (x2 ), i.e.,

 


f (x1 )
1 0 
 f (x2 )  =  0 1  f (x1 ) .
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1
1
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The key idea of coded computation is best illustrated when
the target function is linear (Lee et al., 2017). For illustration
purposes, consider two inputs x1 and x2 and three parallel
workers. The goal here is to assign computation tasks to
the workers so that one can obtain f (x1 ) and f (x2 ) even
in the presence of slowdown or failure of a node. Coded
computation assigns f (x1 ) to the first worker and f (x2 ) to
the second worker. For the third worker, it first combines
2
two input queriesto get an encoded query x1 +x
. It then
2
x1 +x2
assigns f
to the third worker. By the linearity of
2
 f (x1 )+f (x2 )
2
the target function f (·), we have f x1 +x
.
=
2
2

f (x1 )
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1.1. Key Idea of Coded-InvNet
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f (·)

f (x1 ) + f (x2 )
2

Figure 1. Coded computation for invertible functions. Consider
an invertible function f (·) and two inputs x1 and x2 . The optimal
encoding function Enc
 (·, ·) takes the two inputs and generates an

(x2 )
encoded input f −1 f (x1 )+f
. By applying function f (·) to
2
the original inputs and the encoded input, one can obtain linearly
independent weighted sum of f (xi )’s. Thus, a simple decoder can
always take any 2 out of 3 computation results to decode f (x1 )
and f (x2 ) by solving a system of linear equations. For instance,
(x2 )
if f (x2 ) is missing, one can multiply f (x1 )+f
by 2 and then
2
subtract f (x1 ) to recover f (x2 ). Our framework Coded-InvNet
extends this idea to design resilient prediction serving systems.

be used in practice. This is because the encoding process
involves multiple evaluations of f (·) and f −1 (·), resulting
in a significant encoding overhead.
However, in machine learning applications, one can resolve
this issue for the following reasons. First, f (·) does not
need to be exactly computed, and it is sufficient to compute
f (·) up to some approximation error. For instance, if f (·) is
the feature extractor, then a small approximation error may
not alter results of the following downstream tasks such as
classification, segmentation, etc. This immediately implies
that one can safely replace the computationally expensive
encoding function with an approximate encoding function.
Second, f (·) is also a design choice in machine learning
applications. For instance, if f (·) is a feature extractor used
by a downstream classification task, one can choose any
f (·) as long as the classification performance is maintained.
Inspired by these observations, Coded-InvNet replaces the
ideal encoding function with an approximate function that
is parameterized by a light-weight neural network. Then,
it learns the encoding function Enc (·) together with the
target function f (·). By carefully designing the encoding
function’s architecture, one can obtain low enough encoding approximation error while maintaining the encoding
overhead negligible.

2. Related Works
Straggler mitigation in prediction serving systems has
been studied in various approaches, such as detect-andrelaunch (Zaharia et al., 2008), replication (Dean & Barroso, 2013), approximate computing (Goiri et al., 2015),
and coded computing (Lee et al., 2017). Among these,
coded computation requires a minimal amount of compute resource overhead, making it promising with many
methods to provide resiliency to slowdowns and failures
in machine learning PSS (Lee et al., 2017; Li et al., 2016;
Kosaian et al., 2018; 2019; Narra et al., 2019). Learning-
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a-code (Kosaian et al., 2018; Dhakal et al., 2019) learns
a neural network-based encoder/decoder pair to transform
erasure-coded queries into a form that decoders can reconstruct unavailable predictions. However, this approach suffers from high encoding and decoding overhead. ParM (Kosaian et al., 2019) overcomes this limitation by learning a
new inference function applied to encoded queries, which
they call parity models. (Narra et al., 2019) proposes a novel
convolutional neural network for multi-image classification
on a collage image in one shot, thus reducing cost redundancy. This design is specific for image classification while
Coded-InvNet is applicable to more downstream tasks.
Invertible Neural Networks (INNs) are NNs that can be inverted from the input up to the projection, or final classes (Jacobsen et al., 2018; Behrmann et al., 2018; Song et al., 2019).
i-RevNets (Jacobsen et al., 2018) define an INN family
based on a succession of homeomorphic layers. Behrmann
et al. (2018) builds i-ResNet on top of residual networks (He
et al., 2016), showing that one can invert a residual block
with an exponential convergence rate via fixed-point iteration if Lipschitz constants of nonlinear parts are strictly less
than 1. The authors bound each layer’s Lipshitz constant
by normalizing the weight matrix by its spectral norm. We
adopt i-ResNet for our INN’s architecture.
Manifold Mixup (Verma et al., 2018) extends Mixup (Zhang
et al., 2017) to augment classification models with virtual
data points which are random convex combinations of data
points in the hidden space. This simple scheme effectively
improves the margin in the hidden space, helps flatten the
class-conditional representation, and reduces the number of
directions by a significant variance. Coded-InvNet uses the
classifier augmented with Manifold Mixup to make it more
robust to encoding approximation errors.
Pix2Pix (Isola et al., 2017) is an image-to-image translation
model that converts a set of images into a target image.
Pix2Pix trains a conditional GAN (Mirza & Osindero, 2014)
on pairs of input and target images, using a combination
of GAN and L1 losses. Pix2Pix uses Patch-GAN (Isola
et al., 2017) and U-Net (Ronneberger et al., 2015) for the
discriminator and generator architectures, respectively. We
use Pix2Pix model for our encoder.

3. Coded-InvNet
3.1. Setting
Given a task needed to be deployed, we train an invertible network followed by a neural network that has significantly fewer layers and parameters compared to the first
part. While this specific architectural choice may seem restrictive, it indeed supports a large range of applications.
First of all, for classification tasks, state-of-the-art invertible NNs nearly match the performance of non-invertible

NNs, and the gap is quickly closing. For instance, MintNet (Song et al., 2019) achieves only 1.4% lower accuracy
on CIFAR10 than ResNet. Moreover, even non-invertible
NNs are pseudo-invertible when trained with adversarial
training (Engstrom et al., 2019), so our framework can serve
any robust classification model. Though we limit our focus
on the classification in this work, Coded-InvNet can be immediately extended to support generative models that are
based on invertible architectures, such as flow-based models (Kingma & Dhariwal, 2018), or invertible Transformerbased models (Kim et al., 2020).
Shown in Fig. 2 is the PSS architecture of Coded-InvNet.
Here, the overall inference network is denoted by ŷ(x) :=
g(f (x)), where f (·) is the invertible module of the neural network and g(·) is the second module of the network. The goal is to compute ŷ1 = g(f (x1 )), ŷ2 =
g(f (x2 )), . . . , ŷk = g(f (xk )) in parallel with n (n ≥ k)
parallel workers in the presence of stragglers or failures.
At the time the query arrives, the front end of the PSS
applies n − k encoding functions to obtain n − k encoded queries. The i-th encoding function is denoted by
Enci (·), and the i-th encoded query is denoted by xk+i for
1 ≤ i ≤ n − k. That is, x1 , x2 , . . . , xk denote the k inputs
while xk+1 , xk+2 , . . . , xn denote the n − k encoded inputs.
Similar to the example illustrated in Sec. 1.1, we first identify the design of n − k ideal encoding functions as follows. An ideal encoded input is such that one can get a
linear combination of f (xi )’s by applying f (·) to it. Let
Pk
f (xk+i ) = j=1 ci,j f (xj ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − k. Then,
 f (x )   1
0 ··· 0 
1
1 ··· 0 
 f (x2 )   0
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  .
..
..
.. 
..

  .
 f (xk )
.
.
.
.
.
f (xn )
cn−k,1 cn−k,2 · · · cn−k,k

(3)

To guarantee the decodability when any k tasks complete,
any k rows of the coefficient matrix in the RHS of (3) must
be full rank. For instance, when n = k + 1, i.e., there is
only one additional worker, one can satisfy this property
by setting c1,j = k1 for all j. Also, when ci,j is chosen
from the i.i.d. Gaussian distribution, one can show that
the coefficient matrix satisfies the property with probability
1. Referring to the readers to (Bodmann, 2013) for various
ways of choosing ci,j ’s, we will assume that ci,j ’s are chosen
such that the desired property holds.
Remark 1. When choosing ci,j ’s, in addition to the decodability condition,
one should also consider whether
Pk
f (xk+i ) = j=1 ci,j f (xj ) lies close enough to the original manifolds in the embedding space. This is because the
invertibility of f −1 may not hold for embedding vectors that
are too far away from the original manifolds. Moreover, if
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k (x1 , x2 , . . . , xk )

⇡f

1

⇣P
⇣P

⇣P

k
j=1 c1,j f (xj )
k
j=1 c2,j f (xj )

⌘
⌘

k
j=1 cn k,j f (xj )

f (x1 )

Dec(·, ·)

f (x2 )

<latexit sha1_base64="6RgxXjFGXK7ZvCbXJibu90htt7A=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="3qAoN/ttpaR17L34fMlfRD/YV2o=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="r1SHP9rh7anFPDv8CVo6rfDkhhU=">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</latexit>

f (xk+1 )

g(·)

<latexit sha1_base64="Z5TJLHxuk10YzLTPdNIq6Rmvanw=">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</latexit>

ŷ2 = g(f (x2 ))

<latexit sha1_base64="qqdGq4QDEaVl057OJztdhOa8i3U=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="dO+rTG1QdjVoMmNK/wxTUPl7GO0=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="le4s9tVL+WSKK2zKrsIZfIBemps=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="p/PvMx9BOFEle/V/mvGQOgyP+tc=">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</latexit>

f (·)

ŷ1 = g(f (x1 ))

<latexit sha1_base64="A3xQEH4jKx6M0xU/+nSGY2vuZ6I=">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</latexit>

any k out of n

<latexit sha1_base64="K5HpHIFQqkMuc9EqXbMBbQy7vbg=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="p/PvMx9BOFEle/V/mvGQOgyP+tc=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="LRRnj/tZ8hcQsFGvrF0fyQTMqLY=">AAACbHicbZHNattAEMfXSj9S9ytpewuFpcalJ1sqNSk9hEAvPaakTgKWMaPVWl60X+yO0hihR8g1fba+RJ+hK8eHKunAwJ//b4aZnc2sFB7j+Hcv2nnw8NHj3Sf9p8+ev3i5t//qzJvKMT5lRhp3kYHnUmg+RYGSX1jHQWWSn2fl15afX3LnhdE/cG35XEGhxVIwwGCdXi3Kxd4gHsWboPdFshUDso2TxX7vNM0NqxTXyCR4P0tii/MaHAomedNPK88tsBIKPgtSg+J+Xm92begwODldGhdSI924/3bUoLxfqyxUKsCVv8ta839sVuHy87wW2lbINbsdtKwkRUPbh9NcOM5QroMA5kTYlbIVOGAYztOZYkW7WjOkK0T7ZTxmCHpkXDG2ZcgN7Kea/2RGKdB5nTIFrmzqNBe6qCdJ0wy7/KrDJy3vDMxU0w/fkNw9+n1x9nGUTEbx90+D46Pth+ySA/KOfCAJOSTH5Bs5IVPCSEGuyQ351fsTvYkOore3pVFv2/OadCJ6/xc/ib0Y</latexit>

xn := Encn

<latexit sha1_base64="ky1NsS6z6zLSIMvantm85ObwEy4=">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</latexit>

f (x1 )

<latexit sha1_base64="ySuH8erJhdTv19T3pbu2fnTwK6w=">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</latexit>

g(·)

..
.

..
.

<latexit sha1_base64="K5HpHIFQqkMuc9EqXbMBbQy7vbg=">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</latexit>

..
.

<latexit sha1_base64="K5HpHIFQqkMuc9EqXbMBbQy7vbg=">AAACb3icbZHNThsxEMedhbY0/QJ64FAJWUSR2kuyixq16gmJS49UJQEpG6FZr5OY+Ev2LBCt9h16LW/Wx+gb4A05sMBII/31/81oxuPMSuExjv+1oo3NFy9fbb1uv3n77v2H7Z3dkTeFY3zIjDTuPAPPpdB8iAIlP7eOg8okP8sWxzU/u+LOC6NPcWn5RMFMi6lggMEapVe5QX+x3Yl78SroU5GsRYes4+Rip/U7zQ0rFNfIJHg/TmKLkxIcCiZ51U4Lzy2wBcz4OEgNivtJuVq3ot3g5HRqXEiNdOU+7ChBeb9UWahUgHP/mNXmc2xc4PT7pBTaFsg1ux80LSRFQ+u301w4zlAugwDmRNiVsjk4YBgu1JhiRb1a1aVzRPuj32cIumfcrG8XIVewnWp+zYxSoPMyZQrcoirTXOhZOUiqqtvkNw0+qHljYKaqdviG5PHRn4rRYS8Z9OJfXztHh+sP2SKfyAH5TBLyjRyRn+SEDAkjl+QP+UtuW/+jvWg/ovelUWvd85E0IvpyB0ztvnQ=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="K5HpHIFQqkMuc9EqXbMBbQy7vbg=">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</latexit>
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Figure 2. Prediction serving system architecture of Coded-InvNet. Given k inputs x1 , x2 , . . . , xk , the goal of the predicting serving
system is to compute ŷ(xi ) := g(f (xi )) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k in the presence of stragglers or failures, where f (·) is an invertible function.
To this end, Coded-InvNet first generates n − k encoded inputs xk+1 , . . . , xn by applying n − k distinct encoding functions to xi ’s. It
then assigns the task of computing f (xi ) to each of n parallel workers. By leveraging the coded computation algorithm for invertible
functions described in Sec. 1.1, one can approximately decode f (x1 ), f (x2 ), . . . , f (xk ) as soon as any k out of n tasks are completed.
Note that the approximation errors occur since we use approximate encoding functions. Once f (x1 ), f (x2 ), . . . , f (xk ) are computed,
the front end applies g(·) to each of them and returns the query results.

this additional condition holds, f −1 (f (xk+i )) might share
some semantic features with the original data. This essentially reduces the gap between the domain where original
inputs belong and the domain where encoded inputs belong,
allowing for efficient learning of encoding functions with
domain translation techniques.
3.2. Approximate Encoding Functions
Recall that ideal encoding functions cannot be used in practice due to their large computation overhead. Thus, we
use a neural network (NN) to approximate ideal encoding
functions. The universal approximation theorem asserts that
ideal encoding functions can be well approximated by some
NNs (Cybenko, 1989). By limiting the number of layers
and parameters of the NN, we can control the computation
overhead of the NN-based approximate encoding functions.
More specifically, for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n − k, we want
to train
Enci (·) such that Enci (·) ≈
Pa neural network

k
−1
f
j=1 ci,j f (xj ) . Note that if x ∈ X , then Enci (·) :

X k → X , i.e., the encoding function takes k inputs from
domain X to generate one output in X . Thus, to learn the ith encoding
function, we need
to collect the following
train
n
P
o
k
−1
set: (x1 , x2 , . . . , xk ), f
. Here, the
j=1 ci,j f (xj )

input (x1 , x2 , . . . , xk ) is a tuple of k randomly chosen inputs from the train set.
 Given the input tuple, the ‘label’
Pk
−1
f
j=1 ci,j f (xj ) can be always computed by applying f (·) and f −1 (·). Once the train set for an encoding
function is collected, one can train the encoding
function

Pk
−1
such that Enci (·) ≈ f
j=1 ci,j f (xj ) holds on the
collected train set.

One can also make use of explicit semantic loss when
training encoding functions. For illustration purposes, assume that n = k + 1 and c1,j = k1 for all j. When

f (xa ) is missing for some 1 ≤ a ≤ k, and all the other
task results are available, one can decode f (xi ) as follows:
Pk
f\
(xa ) = kf (xk+1 ) − i=1,...,k,i6=a f (xi ). And the infer

ence result will be g f\
(xa ) . By comparing this inference

result with the correct result g (f (xa )), one can explicitly
capture the semantic difference between them. For instance,
if the target task is classification, one can compare the logit
values of these outputs and apply the distillation loss (Hinton et al., 2015). Note that one can also ‘co-train’ these
encoding functions together with the target function g ◦ f .
Remark 2. One can further reduce the inference overhead
of the encoder by applying neural network compression
techniques such as pruning, knowledge distillation, vector
quantization, etc. Such techniques allow for larger encoder
architectures, reducing the encoding error.

Remark 3. One can deploy Enc (·, ·) at the front-end server
or at the backup workers. The former option increases
the computational load of the front-end server while the
latter increases the load of backup workers. Moreover, the
latter incurs extra communication cost between the frontend and the workers. Thus, one should make a proper choice
considering the communication/computation tradeoff.
3.3. Minimizing Encoding Error Propagation
Once we introduce approximate encoding functions into
this framework, f (xk+i ), for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − k, will not exPk
actly match the desired linear combination j=1 ci,j f (xj ).
Thatis, with approximate
 encoding, wePonly have xk+i ≈
Pk
k
f −1
c
f
(x
)
, so f (xk+i ) = j=1 ci,j f (xj )+ε,
j
j=1 i,j
where ε is the approximation error in f , which depends on
(x1 , x2 , . . . , xk ).
To see how this approximation error affects the inference
quality, assume that n = k+1 and consider a scenario where
f (x1 ) is missing, and f (x2 ), f (x3 ), . . . , f (xk ), f (xk+1 )
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are available. By assuming c1,j = k1 , one can decode
Pk
f (x1 ) as follows: f\
(x1 ) = kf (xk+1 ) − i=2 f (xi ).
Pk
Since f (xk+1 ) = j=1 c1,j f (xj ) + ε, we have f\
(x1 ) =
f (xk+1 )+kε. Then, ŷ1 = g(f (xk+1 )+kε). Therefore, the
recovered inference result for a missing computation task
will be incorrect if ŷ1 = g(f (xk+1 ) + kε) 6= g(f (xk+1 )).
To prevent this, one must first make sure that the encoding
Pfunctions are well trained such that Enci (·) ≈
k
−1
f
j=1 ci,j f (xj ) holds. That way, one can expect
that the magnitude of ε is small enough.

However, even when encoding error ε is small, if the second
part of the inference module g(·) is highly sensitive to small
perturbations, inference results could still be incorrect. Indeed, Verma et al. (2018) shows that standard deep neural
networks are highly sensitive to small noises injected in the
embedding space. This implies that a small encoding error,
which necessarily arises during the approximate encoding
procedure, can distort the overall inference result.
To resolve this issue, we leverage the recent Manifold
Mixup (Verma et al., 2018) regularization technique, which
smoothens class-conditional embedding spaces, making
inference outputs more robust to noises injected in the
embedding space. Inspired by this, Coded-InvNet trains
f (·) and g(·) with Manifold Mixup to ensure that ŷ1 =
g(f (xk+1 ) + kε) = g(f (xk+1 )) with high probability.
3.4. Advantages of Coded-InvNet
Separation between Encoding and Inference By design, Coded-InvNet maintains a clear separation between encoding and inference,2 which is highly advantageous when
building a prediction serving system. First, every worker
does the same work, i.e., simply computing f (·), simplifying the system implementation and management. On the
other hand, ParM requires a highly heterogeneous system
configuration: the first k workers compute f (·), and the
other n − k workers compute n − k distinct parity mod0
els, say f10 (·), . . . , fn−k
(·). Similarly, when the total number of workers n and the total number of inputs k change,
Coded-InvNet does not require any change to the worker
configuration and simply needs to retrain the encoder.
Second, when optimizing inference time via various techniques such as model compression (Zhang et al., 2019),
hardware optimization (Marculescu et al., 2018), or network
pruning (Blalock et al., 2020), one just needs to focus on
optimizing one inference function f (·). On the other hand,
ParM needs to optimize n − k + 1 models, incurring a
significantly larger cost.
2

Learning-a-code (Kosaian et al., 2018) also has this property.

Applicability to Multi-task Serving A representation in
NNs can serve for various downstream tasks (Liu et al.,
2015). For instance, well-trained image representation can
be simultaneously useful for image classification, segmentation, and depth estimation (Kendall et al., 2018). For
a detailed overview of multi-task learning and the role of
shared representation, we refer the readers to (Ruder, 2017).
We highlight that Coded-InvNet is a promising solution
when the prediction serving system is serving multiple inference tasks sharing the underlying representation. Recall
that Coded-InvNet reconstructs the embedding (or representation) of missing inputs while existing approaches directly
reconstruct missing inference results (Kosaian et al., 2018;
2019). Therefore, Coded-InvNet does not need any extra
efforts to support multiple tasks, say m tasks. The only
difference is that we now have gi (·) for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, where
gi (·) is specific to task i. Note that this does not affect the
training complexity of the encoder at all. On the other hand,
ParM has to train m parity models to achieve the same goal.
See Sec. 4.6 for experimental results where we demonstrate
the applicability of Coded-InvNet to multi-task settings.

4. Experiments
We show how we implement the components of the CodedInvNet framework and evaluate its performance. In comparison with the baselines, we focus on the image classification
task on popular datasets: MNIST (Deng, 2012), FashionMNIST (Xiao et al., 2017), and CIFAR10 (Krizhevsky &
Hinton, 2009). These are all 10-way image classification
tasks. We also demonstrate the applicability of CodedInvNet on a large-scale ImageNet-based dataset (Howard,
2019), and on the multiple-failure setting.
We report various performance metrics such as the classification accuracy when straggler/failure happens, encoding/decoding overhead, scalability, end-to-end latency, etc.
Since Coded-InvNet recovers the full embedding of the
missing input, it naturally fits with multi-task applications,
i.e., one common embedding can be used for multiple downstream tasks. We also show how one can apply CodedInvNet for such multi-task applications.
We provide further additional experiment results and implementation details in the supplementary material.
4.1. Architectures and Training Methods
While the Coded-InvNet framework is applicable to any
values of n, k, n ≥ k, the most important case is when
n = k + 1. This is of practical interest since this scheme’s
compute overhead is minimal ( 100
k %) while still being robust against a single failure. We will consider k ∈ {2, 4, 10}
and choose c1,j = k1 for all j.
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Architecture. We use i-ResNet as the classification network
g ◦ f .3 We mostly follow the recommended configurations
in (Behrmann et al., 2018), but we remove the injective
padding module to improve the invertibility of off-manifold
embedding vectors. We use the Pix2Pix (Isola et al., 2017)
architecture for encoding functions in our experiments for
all values of k. To avoid linear scaling, we design our encoder architecture such that only the complexity of the first
few layers depends on k, and the rest of the architecture does
not scale with k. See Fig. 3 for the encoder architecture for
k = 2. When k = 2, two inputs x1 and x2 are first processed by the weight-shared network. The two processing
results are then concatenated and projected to a fixed-size
hidden vector. In general, our encoder processes k inputs
in parallel, and the concatenated output is projected to the
same size hidden vector. By limiting the size of this input
processing part, we control how the encoder complexity
scales as k increases. See Sec. 4.4 for experimental results
where we demonstrate that encoding overhead can be kept
nearly constant for increasing values of k.
Training. We train our i-ResNet classifier with Manifold
Mixup (with mixup coefficient 1). Then, we use the trained
classifier to generate a train set for the encoding network.
In particular, we draw k random inputs(x1 , x2 , . . . , xk )
Pk
and compute labels f −1
j=1 ci,j f (xj ) to obtain an input/output pair. Here, since our f (·) is an i-ResNet module,
the inverse function does not have an explicit form, we compute the inverse function by solving fixed point equations.
We repeat this 50, 000 times to construct a sufficiently large
training set. We, then, train the encoder function using Least
Square GAN loss (Mao et al., 2017) plus 100 times L1 loss.
We enforce permutation invariance of inputs by (1) sharing
weights of the first hidden layers across all k inputs and (2)
using the average function after the first hidden layer. The
encoder training procedure is summarized in Fig. 3. Training the encoder may take up to 7.5 hours (ResNet-301-based
architecture with 150 epochs on a 48-GB RTX8000 GPU).
4.2. Training Results
Classifier The trained classifiers achieve 99.2%, 91.8%,
and 90.9% on MNIST, Fashion-MNIST, and CIFAR10,
respectively. Note that removing the injection padding layer
from the original i-ResNet, as mentioned previously, results
in slight drops in the classification accuracy.
Encoder To see if the encoder training was successful, we
observe the training curve (shown in Fig. 12 in the supplementary material). Here, we show the L1 loss measured on
the train/test sets of MNIST, respectively. The encoder was
trained with k = 4 and c1,j = 14 . The train L1 loss keeps
3

We report additional results with another invertible network
i-RevNet (Jacobsen et al., 2018) in the supplementary material.

Figure 3. Encoder training. Let k = 2 and c1,1 = c1,2 = 12 . We
first pick two random inputs x1 and x2 . We first apply f (·) to each
of them, compute the average, and then apply f −1 (·), obtaining the
target. We then feed the two inputs to the encoder. We ensure the
input symmetry of the encoder by individually processing them with
a weight-shared network. The processing results are concatenated
and then get further processed to obtain the encoded input. We
then train the encoder’s weights with the Pix2Pix loss.

improving while the test L1 loss saturates around epoch 20.
Shown in Fig. 4 is the qualitative performance evaluation
of the trained encoder. In Fig. 4 (h), we show eight random
samples of (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ) from the test set. Fig. 4 (i) visualizes ideal encoded inputs. Recall that each of these ideal
encoded inputs is computed by applying f (·) to each of
xi ’s, obtaining a weighted sum, and then computing f −1 (·).
Since i-ResNet does not have an explicit inverse function,
f −1 (·) is computed by solving a fixed point equation via an
interactive method. In Fig. 4 (j), we show that the encoded
inputs obtained by our trained encoder are indistinguishable
from ideal encoding results to naked eyes.
To further check the validity of the trained encoder, we
perform a qualitative evaluation by observing the visual
quality of input decoding. Note that with the ideal encoding
input, one can perfectly recover missing inputs. Assuming
n = k + 1 and c1,j = k1 , let us define
P
f\
(x1 ) := kf (Enc0 (x1 , x2 , . . . , xk )) − ki=2 f (xk ),


P
x
c1 := f −1 kf (Enc0 (x1 , x2 , . . . , xk )) − ki=2 f (xk ) .

(4)
(5)

That is, f\
(x1 ) is the reconstruction of the missing function evaluation, and x
c1 is the reconstruction of the corresponding input. One can define f[
(xi ) and xbi for 2 ≤
i ≤ k in a similar way. If the encoding
P function is
 ideal,
k
−1
i.e., Enc0 (x1 , x2 , . . . , xk ) = f
j=1 f (xj )/k , then

f[
(xi ) = f (xi ) and hence xbi = xi . Therefore, we can indirectly evaluate the performance of an encoder by comparing
xbi and xi . See Fig. 4 (c), (d) for the comparison results for
k = 2 and Fig. 4 (i), (j) for k = 4. Observe that xbi closely
recovers xi in all tested cases up to some offsets, justifying
the validity of the trained encoder.
4.3. Degraded Mode Accuracy
Comparison with Baselines We now evaluate the classification performance of Coded-InvNet under the presence of
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Figure 4. Qualitative performance evaluation of a trained encoder for MNIST (k = 2 and k = 4).
We used c1,j =
1
. (a), (b): Randomly chosen x1 and x2 . (c): The ideal encoding results, i.e., f −1 ((f (x1 ) + f (x2 ))/2). (d): The outk
put of a trained encoder, i.e., Enc0 (x1 , x2 ). Note that (c) and (d) are visually indistinguishable. (f), (g): Note that x1 :=
f −1 2f f −1 ((f (x1 ) + f (x2 ))/2) − f (x2 ) . By replacing f −1 ((f (x1 ) + f (x2 ))/2) with Enc0 (x1 , x2 ), we have x
c1 :=
f −1 (2f (Enc0 (x1 , x2 )) − f (x2 )). Similarly, one can also define x
c2 . Shown in (f) and (g) are x
c1 and x
c2 . Observe that they successfully recover the missing inputs up to offsets. (h)–(k): We repeated the same experiment for k = 4 and observed similar results.
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Figure 5. Degraded mode accuracy comparison. We compare
ParM, Learning-a-code (LaC), and Coded-InvNet (Ours) on different resource overhead k = 2, 4, 10. Dotted lines represent our
normal accuracy Ex,y [ŷ = y], i.e., the classification accuracy
when the inference does not involve any reconstruction. Bars represent the degraded mode accuracy Ex1 ,y1 ,x2 ,x3 ,...,xk , [ŷ = y].
Observe that all models achieve comparable performances when
the resource overhead is high, e.g., k = 2 (50%) and k = 4 (25%).
However, when the resource overhead is very low, i.e., k = 10
(10%), Coded-InvNet significantly outperforms on every dataset.

stragglers or failures. Normal accuracy is simply the top-1
classification accuracy of our classifier, i.e., Ex,y [ŷ = y].
If f (xi ) is available at the time of k tasks complete, then
f[
(xi ) = f (xi ). Therefore, the normal accuracy will capture
the classification accuracy for such cases.
We also define degraded mode accuracy (Kosaian et al.,
2019). If any of f (xi ) is not available at the time of k
task results are available, we first decode f[
(xi ) using (4)
[
and then compute ybi = g(f (xi )), the recovered inference
result on xi . Due to the encoding error, ybi could be different
from g(f (x1 )). The degraded accuracy is the accuracy
measured with respect to this recovered inference result
g(f\
(x1 )). We expect that the degraded accuracy is lower
than the normal accuracy.
More iformally, it is defined as
h
\
Ex1 ,y1 ,x2 ,x3 ,...,xk g(f (x1 )) = y1 , where the expectation
is over k random inputs.
We report the normal and degraded mode accuracy in Fig. 5.
We compare our model with ParM (Kosaian et al., 2019)
built with the default summation encoder/subtraction decoder,4 and Learning-a-code (Kosaian et al., 2018) built
4
Kosaian et al. (2019) also develops a downsample-andconcatenation-based encoder for image classification, but this de-

with convolutional encoder/fully-connected decoder. The
dotted lines represent normal accuracies on each dataset,
and the bars are for the degraded mode accuracies.
When k = 2 or k = 4, all approaches obtain similar degraded accuracies on every dataset. When k = 10, i.e., the
system is larger and the resource overhead is much lower
(1/k = 10%), a large number of embedding vectors have
to be packed into a single aggregated vector. Also, the encoded input has more chance to be off the input manifold
so is the corresponding embedding. These factors make the
encoder learning more challenging, indicating a trade-off
between resource overhead and degraded accuracy, i.e., as
the resource overhead decreases (as k increases), the encoding and the degraded mode errors increase. Indeed, in
the original paper, the state-of-the-art approach ParM was
tested only for k ≤ 4, and it was not clear how well this
approach would perform in such a low resource regime.
As shown in Fig. 5, Coded-InvNet significantly outperforms
ParM and Learning-a-code in the low resource regime. For
instance, on MNIST, Coded-InvNet achieves 85.9% degraded accuracy while ParM and Learning-a-code achieve
53.4%, 40.1% respectively. On CIFAR10, the degraded
mode accuracy of Coded-InvNet is 39.1%, more than twice
that of ParM, and three times that of Learning-a-code.
Take-away: Coded-InvNet is highly resilient in the presence
of stragglers or failures. It matches the performance of state
of the art when the resource overhead is high enough (≥
25%), and significantly outperforms them when the resource
overhead is as low as 10%.
Coded-InvNet on Large-scale ImageNet Data We show
that our framework can be designed for more complex
datasets. In particular, we use Imagenette that is a 10class subset of ImageNet. We replace i-ResNet with an
i-RevNet (Jacobsen et al., 2018) (96.2% in normal accuracy).
We achieve 85.5% degraded accuracy for (n, k) = (3, 2)
and 58.4% for (n, k) = (5, 4). Fig. 6 shows the sample
reconstruction of our algorithm when f (x1 ) needs to be
sign is task-specific, and currently does not support k = 10.
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One can confirm that any two rows of the coefficient matrix
in the RHS is an invertible matrix. That is, as long as any
two of the four computation results are available, the decoder can recover the computation results f (x1 ) and f (x2 ).
We evaluate this coding scheme on the MNIST dataset. We
consider a setting where both f (x1 ) and f (x2 ) are unavailable, i.e., one must recover them only from the backup task
results. Even for this very non-trivial setting, we obtain
67.4% degraded accuracy. Similarly, we also test our framework with (n, k) = (6, 4). Focusing on the setting where
two of the first four results are not available (i.e., both the
encoders are involved when decoding), we achieve 45.4%
degraded accuracy. To the best of our knowledge, all the
previous works focused on the n = k + 1 setting, and this
is the first non-trivial degraded accuracy for n > k + 1.
4.4. Encoding/decoding Overhead
At the time of query arrival, Coded-InvNet must first compute n − k encoded queries before assigning compute tasks
to workers. If the encoding procedure requires a nonnegligible amount of compute time, then the whole premise
of coded computation is invalidated.
To avoid this, as described in Sec. 4.1, we carefully chose
the encoder architecture so that its compute time is negli-
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Figure 7. Wall-clock compute time of Enc (·), f (·), and g(·).
The compute overhead of encoding must be negligible compared
to the actual inference time. We measure the wall-clock time to run
Enc (·), f (·), and g(·) to quantify the compute overhead of encoding when k = 2. We fix the batch size as 256 images and measure
the compute time over 10 independent runs, reporting averages,
and standard deviations. We can observe low overheads: 5.8%
for MNIST, 8.3% for Fashion-MNIST, and 6.6% for CIFAR10.
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Coded-InvNet with Multiple Failures We first handle
two failures at the same time by applying Coded-InvNet
with (n, k) = (4, 2). We consider the following encoders:

20

1.86

recovered from the backup worker. One can see that the
recovered computation result (5th column) closely matches
the missing computation result f (x1 ) (1st column).

40

Time (ms)

Figure 6. Reconstruction on Imagenette samples. Left to right:
x1 , x2 , f −1 ((f (x1 ) + f (x2 ))/2), Enc(x1 , x2 ), and x
c1 . Shown
below them are the softmax scores of their prediction outputs f (·).
Note that arg max f (c
x1 ) = arg max f (x1 ), i.e., the degraded
classification is correct.
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Figure 8. Encoding overhead as a function of k. The encoding
overhead is measured for k = 2, 4, 10. We fix the batch size as
256 images and measure the compute time of Enc (·) over 10
independent runs, reporting the medians. The encoding overhead
remains nearly constant as k increases on all datasets.

gible compared to that of the inference function. Shown
in Fig. 7 are the wall-clock compute time of Enc (·), f (·)
and g(·). We measure the running time over 10 runs and
report the mean and standard deviation. All of these are
measured on a 12-GB NVIDIA TITAN Xp GPU, 128-GB
of DRAM, and 40 Intel Xeon E5-2660 CPUs. Note that the
time to compute f (·) is dominant, and the encoding time
is relatively negligible. The encoding overhead is 5.8% for
MNIST, 8.3% for Fashion-MNIST, and 6.6% for CIFAR10.
As k increases, the encoder complexity also increases. To
avoid linearly increasing complexity, in Sec. 4.1, we designed our encoder architecture such that only the first few
layers’ complexity depends on k. Shown in Fig. 8 is the
encoding overhead as a function of k. Observe that the
encoding overhead remains almost constant as k increases.
The decoding overhead of Coded-InvNet is minimal, and a
simple online decoding algorithm can make it independent
of k. See the supplemental materials for more details.
Take-away: Coded-InvNet’s encoding overhead is negligible (< 10%) due to its lightweight encoder architecture
and remains almost constant as k increases. The decoding
overhead does not scale with k with online decoding.
4.5. End-to-End Latency
We evaluate the effectiveness of Coded-InvNet in reducing
tail latency by evaluating its end-to-end inference latency
measured on an AWS EC2 cluster. In particular, we implement a custom testbed for Coded-InvNet and ParM, written
with MPI4py (Dalcin et al., 2011). All experiments are
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Figure 9. End-to-end latency on AWS cluster with (n, k) =
(11, 10). Latencies are measured on ParM (grey), our CodedInvNet (orange) and inference models without stragglers (olive).
Coded-InvNet shows negligible overhead compared to ParM and
inference models. For instance, the 99th -tail latency of CodedInvNet is only 3ms higher than ParM, accounting for less than
3% inference latency. Note that, our extra latencies (and ParMs)
probably come from the communication to the redundancy worker.

run on an Amazon AWS EC2 cluster with GPU instances
(p2.xlarge with NVIDIA K80). We deploy a pretrained inference model in k = 10 instances and deploy the encoder
and the inference model in one additional instance. We also
deploy one dedicated instance as the front-end node. To
emulate stragglers in our testbed, we randomly add artificial
latencies of 0.1s to one of the k workers, following the setup
proposed in (Tandon et al., 2017). We then measure the
end-to-end latency that is the time between when the frontend server receives a query and when the prediction result
becomes available at the front-end server. We measure latencies over 5,000 independent CIFAR10 classification queries.
ParM is set to use the default linear encoder/decoder and the
same neural network architecture with ours. Shown in Fig. 9
are the end-to-end latency statistics of Coded-InvNet and
ParM, compared with the latency statistics without artificial
delays. As expected, Coded-InvNet’s additional overhead
is almost negligible, compared to the other latency sources
such as communication and inference.
Varying Batch Size For completeness, we evaluate end-toend latency of Coded-InvNet with batched queries. Using
(n, k) = (3, 2), with the batch size of 2 and 4, we also
observe close gaps of 2.29% and 3.78% between CodedInvNet and ParM on 99.9th percentile latency, respectively.
4.6. Applicability to Multi-task Serving
To illustrate the multi-tasking advantage, we perform two
2-task experiments on CIFAR10: (1) fine and coarse classifications, (2) classification, and density estimation. The
overall architecture remains the same except that we have
g1 (·), g2 (·) for two tasks instead of only one g(·). In the
first experiment, fine classification is with the 10 original
classes, and we define two coarse classes as ‘vehicle’ (airplane, automobile, ship, and truck) and ’animal’ (the other
classes). Coded-InvNet achieves high accuracies for both
the tasks, across different k (shown in Table 1 in the supplementary material). For instance, with k = 4, we achieve
86.6%, 43.4% on coarse and fine classification, respectively.
For the second experiment, we co-train a classifier and a

normalizing flow model (Behrmann et al., 2018) based on iResNet, obtaining 85.2% normal accuracy and 3.9 bits/dim,
respectively. Applying Coded-InvNet, with (n, k) = (5, 4),
the two models recover 50% degraded accuracy and 6.8
degraded bits/dim. These elementary results demonstrate
the applicability of Coded-InvNet to multi-task settings.
4.7. Ablation Study
Beyond Invertibility Extending our framework to noninvertible architectures is a crucial future direction. (Engstrom et al., 2019) shows that a robust representation
learned by adversarial training is approximately invertible.
When f () is not invertible, one can still apply our framework by finding an approximate inverse of y by solving
minx kf (x) − yk. We replace the INN in Coded-InvNet
by the robust classifier (Engstrom et al., 2019) and use
approximate inverse for inversion. On CIFAR10 with
(n, k) = (5, 4), we achieve 38.5% in degraded accuracy,
which shows the promise of this direction.
Effect of Manifold Mixup The regularizer makes g(·) robust to small approximation errors. We found that degraded
accuracies on CIFAR10 when k = 2, 4 decrease by 42% and
64% when trained without Manifold Mixup, despite gaining
higher normal accuracy. As discussed in Sec. 3.3, this can
be accounted to the effect of Manifold Mixup on learning
smooth data manifold. This effect increases the chance that
the aggregated embedding locates on the manifold, and thus
the corresponding inverses obtain the in-domain structural
and semantic representation. This makes encoder training
easier as most domain translation algorithms are designed
for close-to-enough domains.

5. Conclusion
We present Coded-InvNet, a new coded computation-based
approach for designing a resilient prediction serving system. Inspired by a new coded computation algorithm for
invertible functions, it jointly trains the inference function
and the encoder, by making use of recent developments in
the deep learning literature such as Manifold Mixup and domain translation algorithms. Maintaining a clear separation
between encoding and inference, Coded-InvNet provides
a hassle-free design alternative to the existing methods for
system designers. Coded-InvNet is shown to significantly
outperform the state of the art especially when the compute
resource overhead is as low as 10%.
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In (B), we present the detail of architectures, choices of loss,
training parameters, and observations. We also present a
learning curve of encoder training.
Furthermore, we provide a more detailed discussion on
decoding overhead and online decoding in (C).

100
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In (A), we present additional experiment results, including a
concrete example of the illustration in Section 1.1 (A.1), additional results of degraded accuracy for different k values
and architectures (A.2), full results of multi-task classification (A.3), and more end-to-end latency evaluations (A.4).
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A. Additional Experiment Results
A.1. Linear Functions on Synthesis Dataset
To complete the story of illustration in Section 1.1, we
synthesize a 2D-dataset with a rotation function. Here,
we use the setting n = k + 1 with k inputs and n parallel workers. The inference function fθ is the rotation
π
function
with angle

 θ = 3 , which has rotation matrix as
cos θ − sin θ
. The inverse function of f has the rosin θ
cos θ 

cos θ
sin θ
tation matrix as
. Input distribution D
− sin θ cos θ
1
1
is the mixture
Gaussian
2 N(µ1 , Σ)

 
 + 2 N (µ2 , Σ), where
1
0
1 0
µ1 =
, µ2 =
,Σ =
.
0
1
0 1
For evaluation, we randomly draw a set of k inputs {xj }k1
from the input distribution D. We randomly select an input
xa as the missing target to recover and remove it from the
input set. We recover xa from the f values of the remaining
inputs {xj }j6=a , as
P
X
j6=a xj
)−
f (xj )
xˆa = kf (
k
j6=a

We measure the reconstruction error as kxa − xˆa k2 . We
repeat this process 50K for each value of k ∈ [2, 100], and
calculate the mean of reconstruction errors.
We found that the reconstruction errors are almost negligible for all k values (from 10−15 to 10−14 ). These errors
are probably caused by floating-point errors in computing.
This result shows that our framework exactly recovers the
missing inputs.
A.2. Additional Degraded Accuracy on More Values of
k, and An Additional Invertible Architecture.
Fig. 10 presents the degraded accuracy measured on MNIST
with k = 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10. We add another invertible architecture, i-RevNet (Jacobsen et al., 2018) as an alternate
to i-ResNet in our Coded-InvNet framework. The result
confirms our findings that Coded-InvNet outperforms the

Figure 10. Degraded Accuracy measured on MNIST. Comparison the accuracy of two baselines, ParM (grey), Learning-acode(blue), with Coded-InvNet built on top of i-ResNet (orange)
and i-RevNet (green). Our Coded-InvNet models outperforms both
baselines on every k, especially when k is large.
Table 1. Illustration of Coded-InvNet on multi-task learning.
Normal accuracy (Normal) and degraded mode accuracy (k =
2, 4, 10) on 10-class FINE image classification and 2-super-class
COARSE image classification. The two tasks use the same embedding learned by Coded-InvNet. While maintaining the high
degraded mode accuracy on the FINE task, Coded-InvNet achieves
high accuracy on COARSE tasks with a modest overhead of computing (just adding the linear classifiers).

Task
Fine
Coarse

Normal
86.2%
98.2%

k=2
74.7%
93.5%

k=4
43.4%
86.6%

k = 10
31.2%
71.4%

baselines, and the gap becomes larger as k increases.
A.3. Applicability to Multi-task Serving
Table 1 presents results of 2-task classification with k =
2, 4, 10. The two tasks are image classification on FINE (10class) and COARSE (2-super-class) sets using the shared
embedding learned by Coded-InvNet.
We note that the normal accuracy drops in the fine classification. Indeed, we do not need to retrain the embedding layer
f (·) since the coarse classification task can be viewed as a
sub-task of the fine classification task. However, to mimic
scenarios where we do not have such a hierarchical relationship between tasks, we retrain the embedding layer as
well jointly with two task-specific classifiers g1 (·) and g2 (·),
accounting for the drops in fine classification accuracy.
A.4. Additional Results of End-to-end Latency
Shown in 11 the measurements on end-to-end latency with
more values of k = 2, 3, 4, 10, on ParM, Coded-InvNet, and
inference models without stragglers. For each k, we use
k + 2 instances for ParM and Coded-InvNet (an extra redun-
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Figure 12. Encoder training curve. We show the encoder training
curve. Here, we train an encoder on MNIST with k = 4. The loss
function is a combination of GAN loss and L1 loss. Observe that
the L1 (or L1 ) loss on train data keeps decreasing while the test
loss saturates around epoch 20. We choose the best-performing
epoch based on the validation loss.

manifold embedding vectors.
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Figure 11. End-to-end latency on AWS cluster with k =
2, 3, 4, 10 (top to bottom). Latencies are measured on ParM
(grey), our Coded-InvNet (orange) and inference models without
stragglers (olive). Coded-InvNet shows negligible overhead compared to ParM and inference models. For instance, in case k = 10,
the 99th -tail latency of Coded-InvNet is only 3ms higher than
ParM, accounting for less than 3% inference latency. Note that,
compared to the setup on the inference models, we use an extra
redundancy worker on ParM and Coded-InvNet (k + 2 instances),
our extra latencies (and ParM) probably come from the communication to the redundancy worker.

dancy worker). For the measurement of inference models
without stragglers, we use k + 1 instances (without redundancy). For all values of k, Coded-InvNet shows negligible
overhead compared to ParM and inference models.

B. Details on Architectures and Training
Encoding Training Curves Fig. 12 shows the training
curve of our encoding function, with (n, k) = (5, 4). We
select the best encoding model based on the valuation loss.
i-ResNet Architecture We use 7, 9 and 9 convolutional
i-ResNet blocks for MNIST, Fashion-MNIST and CIFAR10
respectively. Note that 7 and 9 i-ResNet blocks correspond
to ResNet-64 and ResNet-82, respectively. For i-ResNet, we
remove the injective padding module that introduces zero
paddings to increase spatial dimensions of images for classification performance improvement. This removal results
in a slight classification accuracy decrease, but significantly
improves the invertibility of i-ResNet, especially for off-

Pix2Pix Architecture We use the U-Net architecture for
generators and the PixelGAN model (Makhzani & Frey,
2017) for discriminators (instead of PatchGAN in (Isola
et al., 2017)), with the recommended architectures (Isola
et al., 2017). We maintain the low encoding overhead by
designing a sufficiently small architecture for the encoder.
Furthermore, one may minimize the trained encoder’s inference time by applying compression techniques to the larger
encoder models.
Choice of Loss We have tried different loss functions for
the encoder training, including various GAN losses, regression loss, knowledge distillation loss, and their combinations. Regression losses (L1 and L2 losses) do not capture
well the semantic, so a small regression loss does not necessarily imply a small error in the embedding space. In our
experiments, encoder training failed when L1 or L2 losses
were used without GAN losses, except when trained on
MNIST with k = 2. Knowledge distillation (KD) loss is observed to work better than regression losses and sometimes
even better than GAN loss in terms of degraded accuracies,
as KD loss directly utilizes the soft labels. However, as KD
loss is specific to the classification, and it is not clear how
one can use the KD loss for encoder training when different
types of downstream tasks are given. The combination of
GAN loss and L1 loss worked the best for most cases, but
we also observed several failure cases. When k is large, the
ideal encoded inputs lose most of their structural patterns
and semantic representation, making GAN loss less useful.
The design of an efficient loss function for encoder training
is an interesting open problem.
Further Training Details We train the classifier with
Manifold Mixup. Specifically, we apply Manifold Mixup
on random layers (including the input layer) with the mixup
coefficient (αmixup ) being 1. Each classifier is trained for
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200, 400, 600 epochs on MNIST, Fashion-MNIST, and
CIFAR10, respectively. For Imagette2 dataset, we transfer the i-RevNet classifier (Jacobsen et al., 2018) for ImageNet to ImagetNett2 and fine-tune with Manifold Mixup
in 100 epochs. For the classifier training, we use Adam
optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2014) with β1 = 0.5, β2 = 0.999.
We set the learning rate as 0.1 with 40 warming-up epochs,
and decay the learning rate by 0.2 every 60 epochs. The
batch size is 128. For the encoder training, we train 100,
200, and 500 epochs for k = 2, 4, 10 respectively, as it becomes harder to learn when k increases. We also use Adam
optimizer with β1 = 0., β2 = 0.9 and lambda schedulers
for both generators and discriminators. Learning rates are
set to be 2e − 4 for both optimizers. We train 5 iterations
of the discriminator per each iteration of the generator. The
batch size is 64. For implementation, we use the PyTorch
framework. For the small-scale datasets, we use a single
compute node consisting of a 12-GB NVIDIA TITAN Xp
GPU, 128-GB of DRAM, and 40 Intel Xeon E5-2660 CPUs.
For the large-scale dataset (ImageNette2), we use a 48-GB
RTX8000 GPU.

C. Decoding Overhead and Online Decoding
The decoding overhead is minimal. When n = k + 1,
the decoding procedure simply requires one scalar-vector
multiplication and k − 1 subtractions. To see this, recall that
Pk
f\
(x1 ) := kf (xk+1 ) − i=2 f (xk ).

The decoding time can be further reduced by performing
online decoding. This is possible because, in practice, not
all of the k tasks will complete exactly at the same time.
Instead, their task results will be available to the decoder one
by one. Therefore, the decoder can continuously update the
(xi )’s while receiving task results
best-effort estimates of f[
one by one. More specifically, the decoder can run the
following update algorithm at the time of task j (1 ≤ j ≤
k + 1) completion:

if i = j

f (xj )
[
[
f (xi ) = f (xi ) − f (xj )
if 1 ≤ i ≤ k, i 6= j, (6)

[
f (xi ) + kf (xj ) if i = k + 1,
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Note that one does not have to continuously update f[
(xi ) after receiving f (xi ). This online
algorithm hides all the decoding overhead but one operation,
minimizing the decoding overhead by a factor of k, i.e., the
decoding overhead does not scale with k.

